INTRODUCTION

Contemporary urban development demands not only innovative thinking, but also highly skilled professionals. As the world continues to urbanize, the stress on natural resources rises exponentially; climate change is exacerbating a pending ecological crisis. Spatial, social and environmental injustices prevail. There is the urgent necessity to significantly overhaul the modes, morphologies and typologies of settling on the planet. Context-embedded urban design and its interplay with visionary environmental planning is necessary to address the precarious stage of development humanity, and more importantly the world, now finds itself.

The Vietnamese field school in urban design and environmental planning are grounded in the belief in both state-of-the-art design thinking and practices (including innovation from the disciplines of engineering, transportation, and ecology) and local intelligence of places as expressed in specific appropriation of techniques and relation to socio-cultural practices. The rapid development of the country goes hand in hand with a simultaneous destruction of its countryside, which clearly needs critical questioning. The ultimate goal is to formulate alternative development scenarios (from the
territorial to typology scales) that are grounded in a critical reading of landscape as structure. In practical terms, this goal will be realized by an iteratively, developed “Atlas of Settlements and Environments of Thua Thien Hue Province in Times of Climate Change.”

Intensive fieldwork, interpretative mapping and critical analysis of development dynamics feed an intensive interdisciplinary design charrette with inputs from a wide variety of stakeholders and expertise from different fields. The field school, as a learning by doing laboratory, builds capacity in urban design and environmental planning for the broad field of challenges that contemporary landscapes and urbanism are facing. The Vietnamese Institute of Urban Planning (based in Hanoi and under the Ministry of Construction) will be a primary partner, together with University of Architecture Ho Chi Minh (UAH), Hue University of Forestry, and Thua Thien Department of Construction, in order to ground the investigations in on-going projects and discussions with various relevant stakeholders.

Thua Thien Hue Province is in Vietnam’s North Central Coastal region which hosts a wide variety of ecologies in extremely close proximity to one another. The majestic geography of the province stretches from the Truong Son Mountains bordering Laos in the west (with a large number of national parks and reserves, including the well-known Back Ma National Park), to the broad Perfume River plain and its tributaries culminating in the Tam Gian Cau Hai Lagoon (the largest lagoon system in Southeast Asia) and finally the East Sea. It hosts the UNESCO listed Hue Imperial City (including its citadel, rebuilt in-line with the Nara Document on Authenticity following the American-Vietnamese War) and a number of royal mausoleums nestled in the landscape. The province as well hosts an astonishing tomb landscape for ancestor worship, particularly in the dunes—where these cities for the dead are counterfigures for the ever-growing urbanization that is rapidly transforming human and natural ecologies. The quality, uniqueness and vastness of the cultural (imperial as well as vernacular) and (sequence of) natural landscapes of the province require an intelligent, context specific, tailoring of innovative development concepts far away from conventional urban planning wisdom. The premise of the field school is that a broadened notion of National Park might provide a significant starting point to reconsider the territory’s dynamics. The field school will iterate between intensive fieldwork (with Vietnamese colleagues) and interdisciplinary design charrettes.

**ACADEMIC CREDIT UNITS & TRANSCRIPTS**

**Credit Units:** Attending students will be awarded 8 semester credit units (equivalent to 12 quarter credit units) through our academic partner, Connecticut College. Connecticut College is a private, highly ranked liberal arts institution with a deep commitment to undergraduate education. Students will receive a letter grade for attending this field school (see grading assessment and matrix). This field school provides a minimum of 160 direct instructional hours. Students are encouraged to discuss the transferability of credit units with faculty and registrars at their home institution prior to attending this field school.

**Transcripts:** An official copy of transcripts will be mailed to the permanent address listed by students on their online application. One more transcript may be sent to the student home institution at no cost. Additional transcripts may be ordered at any time through the National Student Clearinghouse: [http://bit.ly/2hvurkl](http://bit.ly/2hvurkl).

**PREREQUISITES**

This field school is primarily intended for students in architecture, landscape architecture, urbanism, urban design and urban planning. Those from environmental planning and other relevant fields are as well welcomed, but it must be understood that sketching and photography will be essential components...
of the fieldwork and that the week of developing design proposals necessitates a design background or at least an interest in and basic skills of design.

**DISCLAIMER – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY**

Our primary concern is with education. Traveling and conducting field research involves risk. Students interested in participating in any IFR program must weigh whether the potential risk is worth the value of education provided. While risk is inherent in everything we do, we take risk seriously. The IFR engages in intensive review of each field school. Once a program is approved, the IFR reviews each program annually to make sure it complies with all our standards and policies, including student safety.

The IFR does not provide trip or travel cancellation insurance. We encourage students to explore such insurance on their own as it may be purchased at affordable prices. Insuremytrip.com or Travelguard.com are possible sites where field school participants may explore travel cancellation insurance quotes and policies. If you do purchase such insurance, make sure the policy covers the cost of both airfare and tuition. See this Wall Street Journal article about travel insurance that may help you with to help decide whether to purchase such insurance.

Vietnam is a very safe country for travel and the field school will be done in collaboration with local universities, government and professional organizations. We will have all necessary permissions from them for completing fieldwork. Students should be careful to only drink bottled water and to use common sense with regards to trying local street foods. Fieldwork in the mountains and lagoon areas will be done on rented motorbikes/ scooters (the usual means of transportation in the country). IFR students will be paired with Vietnamese participants who will be drivers (and IFR students as passengers).

We do our best to follow schedule and activities as outlined in this syllabus. Yet local permitting agencies, political, environmental, personal or weather conditions may force changes. This syllabus, therefore, is only a general commitment. Students should allow flexibility and adaptability as research work is frequently subject to change.

If you have any medical concerns, please consult with your doctor. For all other concerns, please consult with the project director.

**COURSE OBJECTIVES**

- Students will be intensively engaged with fieldwork, following pre-defined sites and with a given methodology (derived from *Urban Dwelling Environments*, by H. Caminos, J. Turner, J. Steffian, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1969 and various other methods developed by landscape architects and urbanists), in order to critically map and interpret constraints and opportunities for future development in the Truong Son Mountains and the Tam Giang-Cau Hai Lagoon.
- They will study the challenges facing settlements and environments in Vietnam’s era of increased urbanization and accelerated climate change and learn about existing strategies that are used to make them more adaptive and robust.
- They will have to gain an understanding of the specific, socio-cultural, ecological and political conditions which can frame the possibility of alternative development paradigms and how they can be appropriated locally.
- Students will learn how to derive such an understanding of specific, socio-cultural, ecological and political conditions through, among others, live exchanges with stakeholders. In that sense, participants will acquire experience with the setting up of/conducting living labs.
• Students will learn to read critically maps and other iconographic materials and form conceptualizations from this reading that are relevant to projective thinking concerning sites.
• Students should develop novel, sharp and refined ways to perceive, represent and reimagine the environment.

Students should develop skills of working as a group and creating a collective project, through the end product of an exhibition and publication.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

• Students will have gained a number of fieldwork tools and methodologies of landscape and urbanism to engage in the local context of the Central Highlands in Vietnam. More generally speaking, participants will acquire experience with the setting up of/conducting living labs within the fields of urban design and environmental planning.
• Students will learn how to derive an understanding of specific, socio-cultural, ecological and political conditions through a combination of literature review, field work and live exchanges with stakeholders.
• They will have understood principles of landscape urbanism and developed design strategies at the territorial, landscape and urban morphology and typology scales. Attention will focus on adaptation to the predicted consequences of climate change. Beside the principles of landscape urbanism, its main techniques will be transmitted.
• Students should learn to critically read texts and form insights that are relevant to the contemporary context and instructive for landscape urbanisms projections. Similarly, students will learn to critically read maps and other iconographic materials and form conceptualizations from these readings that are relevant to projective thinking concerning sites.
• Students will increase their design capacity and especially learn how to consciously exploit the capacity of design to integrate different, disparate forms of information and knowledge in projective endeavors.
• They will co-produce an exhibition and publication of their work which will serve as platform for discussion with local experts and leaders. This will increase the capacity of students to co-operate (with partners, across different disciplines and sectors) as well as increase their presentation skills (including the capacity to organize exchange with stakeholders during and at the end of a research and design cycle).

GRADING MATRIX

Fieldwork (rigor and application of methods, insights) 30%
Design strategy development (innovation, relevance to local context, clarity of expression) 30%
Presentations (including of reading assignment, mid and final reviews, exhibition and publication preparation) 20%
Group collaboration (with other IFR participants and with locals/interaction with stakeholders) 20%

TRAVEL & MEETING POINT

We suggest you hold purchasing your airline ticket until six (6) weeks prior to departure date. Natural disasters, political changes, weather conditions and a range of other factors may require the cancelation of a field school. The IFR typically takes a close look at local conditions 6-7 weeks prior to program beginning and make Go/No Go decisions by then. Such time frame still allows the purchase deeply discounted airline tickets while protecting students from potential loss if airline ticket costs if we decide to cancel a program.
We will meet participants in the lobby of a local hotel in Hue (the address to be provided later). There will be mini-van arrangements from Phu Bai Airport on January 5 to provide transport by bus to the city center (details will be developed as flight times are confirmed). If you missed your connection or your flight is delayed, please call, text or email project director immediately. A local emergency cell phone number will be provided to all enrolled students.

VISA REQUIREMENTS

Students are responsible for obtaining a Vietnamese TOURIST Visa prior to arrival. This can most easily be done online (https://www.vietnamevisagov.com/apply-visa?country=us). Please note that you must have a US Passport which is valid for at least 6 months beyond the arrival date and which has 2 blank pages for visa stamp.

Citizens of other countries are asked to check the embassy website page at their home country for specific visa requirements.

ACCOMMODATIONS

There will be three sites of accommodation: 1) in the Truong Son Mountains: a homestay for 2 nights with the local ethnic population; 2) in Hue, a local small-scale hotel with all necessary services and within a lively central environment; 3) in the Tam Giang-Cau Hai lagoon: a local small-scale hotel. During the 2 days in the mountains, the local hosts will be responsible for our food: they are used to hosting national and international guests. In Hue, breakfast is provided by the accommodation. For lunch and dinner, there are ample small-scale restaurants available (catering to national and international tourists), that usually are very flexible in addressing dietary requests. In the lagoon, there are a number of small-scale beachside restaurants that have great seafood and other local fare. Students will be warned to only drink bottled water and to be careful with ice in drinks.

COURSE SCHEDULE

All IFR field school begins with safety orientation. This orientation includes proper behavior at the field area, proper clothing, local cultural sensitivities and sensibilities, potential fauna and flora hazards, review IFR harassment and discrimination policies and review of the student Code of Conduct.

**Week 1: Reading/ interpreting the larger context**

The first week will serve as an introduction to the larger Thua Thien Hue context and begin a focus on the case sites in the mountains and lagoon. Through dealing with the case, students will be introduced to and analysis methods and tools of landscape urbanism and punctual lectures from fields that feed the urbanism discourses and practices (in this case: ethnography/social and cultural anthropology (material culture), history, ecology and forestry, environmental sciences, planning)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday 3 January</th>
<th>arrive in Phu Bai Hue Airport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pick up with bus, transfer to Hue (3pm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welcome dinner and introduction of participants to one another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(sleep in Hue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 4 January</td>
<td>Official opening and meeting in local university/administration with local community leaders (Peoples’ Committee People, DoC, DoNRE, local experts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                  | introduction presentation by participants (of previous urbanism work/ interests) and lecture by B. De Meulder/ K. Shannon (introduction to Hue/ fieldwork method of urbanism and outputs (processing and representation methods)
Meeting with local stakeholders/context (local presentations)
Meeting with content (local expert lectures on Hue history, tombs history/ethnography)
Assignment of fieldwork sites/groups
(sleep in Hue)

Tuesday 5 January  
boat trip on Huong River with stop to UNESCO Royal tombs and citadel
(sleep in Hue)

Wednesday 6 January  
bus to Truong Son Mountains with professor from Hue University of Forestry
Urban tissue fieldwork (400 x 400 m squares)
Evening lecture on forestry policy, urban forestry challenges, by Mai;
(sleep in mountain homestay)

Thursday 7 January  
Urban tissue fieldwork (400 x 400 m squares)
Evening lecture on Cham and other ethnic groups on cultures of dwelling
(sleep in mountain homestay)

Friday 8 January  
Work session on mountainous urban tissue
Early evening bus to Hue
(sleep in Hue)

Saturday 9 January  
motorbikes to Tam Giang-Cau Hai Lagoon with overview tour on the way
Evening lecture Detecting and understanding indigenous landscape urbanisms in times of generic development (through the case of Thua Thien Hue province) by B. De Meulder/ K. Shannon
(sleep in lagoon)

Sunday 10 January  
lagoon north fieldwork; evening processing with feedback
(sleep in lagoon)
Evening lecture by B. De Meulder/ K. Shannon (introduction to lagoon (as case of representing complex layered landscape urbanisms)

Week 2: Reading/interpreting the lagoon (Combining macro logics and micro-stories; scales and sectors)

(lectures/interaction with local leaders, Fishing Association, community-based tourism groups)

Monday 11 January  
lagoon north fieldwork; evening processing with feedback
(sleep in lagoon)

Tuesday 12 January  
lagoon center fieldwork; evening processing with feedback + lecture by Linh of Vietnamese cultural institutions (chua, dinh, etc.)
(sleep in lagoon)

Wednesday 13 January  
lagoon center fieldwork; evening processing with feedback
(sleep in lagoon)

Thursday 14 January  lagoon south fieldwork; evening processing with feedback  
(sleep in lagoon)

Friday 15 January  lagoon south fieldwork; evening processing with feedback  
(sleep in lagoon)

Saturday 16 January  arrival of young Vietnamese professionals  
Evening lecture by B. De Meulder/ K. Shannon (design strategies in landscape urbanism)

Sunday 17 January  work session in lagoon

**Week 3: Development of alternative settlement and occupation morphologies and typologies, presentation to and exchange with stakeholders**

Monday 18 January  work session in lagoon

Tuesday 18 January  work session in lagoon, preparing representation in exhibition

Wednesday 20 January  work session in lagoon, mounting of exhibition

Thursday 21 January  feedback session with locals representing, presenting and discussing

Friday 22 January  revisiting of sites

Saturday 23 January  TET holiday: fieldwork in tombs landscapes on high-day of ancestor worship

**Week 4: Self-evaluation, /critical assessment, final adaptation and editing of analysis and development scenarios, processing in booklet for specialized and general audiences**

Monday 25 January  revisiting of sites

Tuesday 26 January  revisiting of sites

Wednesday 27 January  creation of publication

Thursday 28 January  creation of publication

Friday 29 January  feedback/evaluation, departure event

Saturday 30 January  Students’ departure

**EQUIPMENT LIST**

Students should bring a camera, sketchbook, pencils & markers and laptop that has basic graphic programs installed (ACAD, Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign). If you do not have a laptop or these programs installed, please contact the field school directors so we can work out a solution. Lack of ownership of these items is not a hindrance for your participation in this field school.

**REQUIRED READINGS**

PDF files of all mandatory readings will be provided to enrolled students via a shared BOX folder.

**Readings before arrival in Vietnam**
Assignment: Every student must choose 3 texts (2 in different general themes and one in part 7, Thua Thien Hue) in addition to one mandatory text for all. Each student should make one synthesis per text: 1 page ONLY, 11-point Arial with bullet points and important quotes (with page number). The work will be presented to others during first days of field school (coupled with fieldwork images/ drawings).

**Mandatory text for all**


**General Themes**

**1. Forestry**


Konijnendijk van den Bosch, C. (2016) “Tree agency and urban forest governance” in *Smart and Sustainable Built Environment*, vol. 5, no. 2: 176-188.

Konijnendijk van den Bosch, C. C. (2008). *The forest and the city: the cultural landscape of urban woodland*. London: Springer (chapter 13: a forest for the future, but also other chapters)


**2. Settlements Systems**


Purdy, J. (2018) “The world we’ve built: to be human is to shape the world, to create the infrastructure of our common lives. What do we do when that infrastructure becomes a trap?” in Dissent (see https://www.dissentmagazine.org/online_articles/world-we-built-sovereign-nature-infrastructure-leviathan)

3. Water Urbanism


4. Sacred Landscapes


5. Productive Landscapes


6. National Parks


7. Thua Thien Hue Province


